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There is a well known isometry between the center Z(S,,) of the group algebra 
of the symmetric group S, and the space of homogeneous symmetric functions H” 
of degree n. This isometry is defined via the Frobenius map F: Z(S,) + H”, where 
F(f)=i C f(,~Mm 
ots, 
Let M”= F-'(m,) be the preimage of the monomial symmetric function m, 
under F. We give an interpretation of M” in terms of certain combinatorial struc- 
tures called I-domino tabloids. Using this interpretation, a number of properties 
of M” can be derived. The combinatorial interpretation of the preimage of the 
so called forgotten basis of Doubilet and Rota can also be obtained by similar 
techniques. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that there is an isometry between the center Z(S,) of the 
group algebra of the symmetric group S, and the space of homogeneous 
symmetric functions H” of degree n. Indeed, this isometry forms the basis 
of an important interplay between the combinatorics of symmetric func- 
tions and tableaux and the representation theory of finite groups, which 
has been so successfully developed in recent years. 
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There are five bases of H” which are normally considered, namely 
fmL)i.+n (the monomial symmetric functions), 
ihili.+n (the homogeneous symmetric functions), 
iei)A+n (the elementary symmetric functions), 
{*j.>i+n (the power symmetric functions), 
is?,} n+-n (the Schur symmetric functions). 
From the point of view of the symmetric functions, the most natural 
basis of H” is the monomial symmetric functions. However it is the one 
basis for which the corresponding Frobenius preimage in Z(S,) is not 
known. Recall that the Frobenius map F: Z(S,) + H” is defined by 
(0.0) 
where L(a) denotes the partition of 12 induced by the lengths of the cycles 
in the cycle decomposition of G. Then 
F-‘($,)=2?C-, 
F-‘(h,) =p’, 






are all known. Here C” denotes the function which is 1 on the conjugacy 
class corresponding to 1 and 0 otherwise, and i? is a constant which will 
be defined shortly. pi. and .’ are well known idempotents of Z(S,) first 
defined by A. Young [9], and xi. is the character of the irreducible repre- 
sentation of S, corresponding to the partition 1. We shall give precise 
definitions of all the bases of H” and the elements of Z(S,) mentioned 
above in Section 1. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give a combinatorial interpretation 
of M” = F-‘(ml) for every partition A. Before we can state our results we 
need to establish some notation. Given a partition A = (0 < A, < . . . < 1,) 
of n, we let k(I) = k denote the number of parts of I. The Ferrers’ diagram 
FA of 1 is the diagram which consists of left justified rows of squares or cells 
of lengths A,, . . . . & reading from top to bottom. For example, see Fig. 0.1. 
Next we introduce a new set of combinatorial objects called i-domino 
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F’(I. 2.3.3) = 
FIG. 0.1 
tabloids (or A-brick tabloids) which can be used to give combinatorial 
interpretation of the entries for several of the transition matrices between 
bases of H”; see [3]. 
Given partitions J. = (0 < I, < . . < Ak) and ,u, a l-domino tabloid T of 
shape p is a filling of F,, with dominos d,, . . . . dk of lengths A,, . . . . Ak, respec- 
tively, such that 
(i) each domino dj covers exactly l; squares of F, all of which lie in 
a single row of F,, and 
(ii) no two dominos overlap. 
For example, if 3, = (1, 2, 2, 3) and p = (3, 5), then we must cover Fp 
with the dominos shown in Fig. 0.2. 
Here, dominos of the same size are indistinguishable. Then there are 
seven A-domino tabloids of shape p, as shown in Fig. 0.3. 
Next we define a weight w(T) for each A-domino tabloid. Given a 
domino d in T, let IdI denote the length of d. First, define the T-weight of 
d, WA4 by 
if d is not at the end of a row in T, 
if d is at the end of a row in T. (0.5) 
Then w(T) is defined by 
w(T)= n wr(4. (0.6) 
Thus w(T) is the product of the lengths of the rightmost dominos in T. 
For example, for our seven (1, 2, 2, 3)-domino tabloids of shape (3, 5) 
given in Fig. 0.3, w(Tl)=6, w(T,)=6, w(T3)=3, w(Tq)=6, w(Ts)=3, 
w(Tg)=4, and w(T,)=2. 
FIG. 0.2 
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FIG. 0.3 
We let Di.,P denote the set of all A-domino tabloids of shape p. This 
given, we can state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let M’ = F- ‘(mn) be the preimage of the monomial sym- 
metric function m, under the Frobenius map F: Z(S,) -+ H”. Then if o E S, 
and A(a) = p, 
ML@) = (_ l)k’“‘-k(P) c w(T). (0.7) 
TE Di.p 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we shall establish 
some basic notation and briefly review basic facts about the group algebra 
of S, and the space of homogeneous symmetric functions H”. In Section 2, 
we shall establish the connection between the computation of M”(o) and 
the transition matrix which transforms { $i.}i+n into { hj,}A,,, and prove 
our main result. 
While in general the scalar product (M’, P) is not an integer, we shall 
also show that this is the case if A has distinct parts. This will require a 
second combinatorial interpretation of (M’, CP ). Finally, in Section 3, we 
show that we can also give an interpretation for the Frobenius preimage of 
the so called forgotten basis (fA}i.+, of H” introduced by Doubilet [l]. 
1. THE SPACES Z(S,) AND H” 
Let A(S,) + (f: S, + C} denote the group algebra of the symmetric 
group S, over the complex numbers C. We shall often writefe A(S,) as a 
formal sum f=COEs, f(o)o. This given, the sum, product, and scalar 
product on A(S,) are defined by 
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f+g= c (f(a)+s(a)b, 
(i E s, 
f * g= c ( c f(r) d-w) 0, 
” E S” ? E s, 
CL g)=$ 1 f(a) s(a), 
aas, 
where g(o) denotes the complex conjugate of g(o). It is easy to show that 
fe A(&) is in the center of the group algebra of S,, denoted by Z( S,), if 
and only iff is constant on the conjugacy classes. Now given e E S,, we let 
n(a) denote the (numerical) partition of n which results from the increasing 
rearrangement of the cycle lengths of r~. E.g., if 0 = (1456)(28)(379)( 10 1 1 ), 
A(a) = (2, 2, 3,4). It is well known that g is conjugate to T in S, if and only 
if n(o) = n(r) so that the conjugacy ciasses of S, are naturally indexed by 
partitions of n. We write I + n if 2 is a partition of n. Given a partition 
I = (0 <I, 6 . . < n,), we define i! = 3,, ! ... A/i !. We shall also write 
A= (1 a12”2 . . . P) to indicate that I has ai parts of size i for i = 1, 2, . . . . ~1. If 
2 = ( 1 ‘12’2 . . . nln), we let A? = a I !a2 ! . a, ! l”‘2”’ . P. The conjugacy class 
corresponding to 1, tn is denoted by CA. Thus C;.= (o~S,)1(~)=~}. 
Then it is well known that ICAI = n !/A?. We denote by C, the element of 
the group algebra corresponding to C;.. That is, 
c”= c x(n(a)=%)0, (1.1) 
(i t S” 
where for any statement S, the indicator x(S) = 1 if S is true and x(S) = 0 
if S is false. Thus {P 11 I- n} forms a natural basis for Z(S,). 
For completeness, we now give Young’s definitions of pi, n’, and xi. 
mentioned in the introduction. 
Let A= (O<I, d .,. < 1,) be a partition of n. We let 1’ denote the 
conjugate of lb, i.e., 1’ is the partition which results by reading the column 
lengths of FL from right to left. A column strict tableau T of shape 2 is a 
filling of FA with positive integers in such a way that the numbers weakly 
increase in each row from left to right and strictly increase in each column 
from bottom to top. T is called a standard tableau if each ig { 1, 2, . . . . n} 
occurs once and only once in T. For example, T, and T2 in Fig. 1.1 are 
examples of a column strict tableau and a standard tableau of shape 
(1, 2, 2, 3), respectively. 
Given any subset {i,, . . . . i, )- of ( 1, . . . . n}, we let 
[iI, . . . . ik] = 1 q(o(j) = j if j$ (il, . . . . i,}) 
A E S” 





1 1 2 
FIG. 1.1 
and 
[i 1 , . . . . ik]‘= 1 sign(u) q(o(j)=j ifj$ {il, . . . . i,}). 
oes, 
Thus [il, . . . . ik] is the element of the group algebra which is 1 on those 
permutations which permute i, , . . . . i among themselves, and leave all other k 
elements fixed. The value of [iI, . . . . ik] is 0 on all permutations which do 
not fix the complement of {i,, . . . . ik} elementwise. [il, . . . . ik]’ is defined 
similarly except that we take the sign of D instead of 1. Given a standard 
tableau T of shape 1, we let [Ri] = [Y;, . . . . r:,], where I-{, . . . . r;., are the 
elements in the ith row of T, where we label the rows from top to bottom. 
[C,]’ = [ci, . . . . ci,]‘, where ci, . . . . 8,, are the elements in the ith column of 
T, where we label the columns from left to right. Then we define two 
elements P(T) and N(T) in the group algebra A(S,) by 
N(T)=& [Cl]’ CC,l’..’ CC,,,,,I’. (1.3) 
For example, for T2 pictured above 
W-d=&, csm 71c2,4m, 3,63, . . . 
Wd=j&, Cl, 2, 581 C3,4,71’ C61’. . . . 
Finally, we define the hook length of cell (i, j) in F),, denoted by h,, to 
be 1 plus the number of cells to the right or above cell (i, j) in Fi.. Put 
hi = nCljjEFi h,. For example, the hook lengths of the cells of F,1,2,2,3j are 
given in Fig. 1.2. 
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FIG. 1.2 
Thus h (1.2,2,3, = 6 .4 .4 .3 .2 = 576. This given, Young defines one more 
element of the group algebra based on a standard tableau T of shape J., 
namely 
Y(T)= +T)N(T). (1.4) 
A 
If we then think of c E S, as the element of the group algebra which is 
1 at (T and 0 otherwise, we can define the three Young idempotents men- 
tioned in the introduction as follows. Take any standard tableau T of shape 
1. Then 
pi= 1 aP(T)a (1.5) 
CT Es, 
n”‘= 1 aN(T)o (1.6) 
(r l s, 
xi= 1 aY(T)a-‘. (1.7) 
nes, 
Next we consider the space H”. Let x,, . . . . x,,, be any set of variables 
where N> n. A polynomial P(x, , . . . . xN) over C is symmetric if and only if 
KY,, . . . . x,v) = P(x,,, . . . . x,J (1.8) 
for all GE S,. We let H” = H”(x,, . . . . xN) denote the space of symmetric 
polynomials, homogeneous of degree n. The live bases for H” mentioned 
in the introduction may be defined as follows. Given a monomial 
m=xf . ..x.” of degree n, we let the type of m, r(m), be the partition of n 
induced by increasing rearrangement of the exponents (i,, . . . . i,,,). For 
example, T(x~x~x~x~)= (1, 2,2, 3). Then for any I bn, the monomial 
symmetric function m, is defined by 
mi.= C x?. . -x’,N~(~(~~ . . . xzf = 1). (1.9) 
i, ..,, IN 
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Since permuting the indices of a monomial preserves its type, it easily 
follows that (ml}lcn forms a basis for H”. Thus the dimension of H” and 
Z(S,) are both equal to the number of partitions of n. 
Now there are three so called multiplicative bases of H”. Namely, given 
I = (0 < A,< . . < A,), we define the homogeneous symmetric function hA by 
hi. = hi, h,, . . . h,,, (1.10) 
where for each integer r, 
hr= 1 xi, . . . xi,. 
IGil< ..- <t,<N 
The elementary symmetric function ej. is defined by 
ej,=t?j~,e~;~~ej.,, 
where for each integer r, 
e, = c xi, . . . x;,. 
16-r,< ,.- <i,<N 
We define the power symmetric function t,bl by 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
where for each integer r, 
Our final basis is the Schur functions. We can define a Schur function S1 




det Ilx;-‘ll ’ 
(1.13) 
A more combinatorial definition of Si is the following. Given a column 
strict tableau T with entries from the set { 1, . . . . N}, define the monomial 
weight m(T) of Tby m(T)=xf ..-x$, where for each j, il denotes the num- 
ber of times the integer j occurs in T. For example, for the column strict 
tableau T, given earlier in Fig. 1.1, m(T,) = x:x:x3x~x5. If T1 denotes the 
set of all column strict tableaux T of shape I with entries from { 1, . . . . N), 
an alternative definition of S1 is 




By a vertical bar, we denote the operation of taking coefficients. Thus, 
for example, rjn Ih, denotes the coefficient of h, in the expansion of Ic/> in the 
homogeneous basis. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the Frobenius map F: Z(S,) --f I-I” is 
defined by 
F(f) =; c f(a)$,,,,. 
. ots, 
(1.15) 
Now it is easy to see directly from the definition that 
as claimed in (0.1). The other facts stated in (0.2)-(0.4) about F are con- 
siderably more difficult to prove. They were known to many researchers in 
the field and are certainly implicit in Littlewood [6] and Murnaghan [S]. 
A complete proof of these facts may be found in [S]. 
An inner product on H”, the so called Hall inner product, is defined by 
declaring {h,t 1 Itn and {ml> j.+n to be dual bases. Under this inner 
product, the Frobenius map F: Z(S,) -+ H” is an isometry; see [S] for 
details. From the fact that F is an isometry, it follows that 
(ICI;, @p>=WJ=P). (1.16) 
That is, it is easy to see from our definitions that (II,? c”, p? P) = 0 if 
A #p and that 
=i?i?-+?. 
Since F(1? C’) = $;., we see that (1.16) follows. 
2. THE CONNECTION MATRICES BETWEEN MONOMIAL, HOMOGENEOUS, 
AND POWER SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
The main purpose of this section is to give combinatorial interpretations 
of (M”, P) and M’(o), where 1(cr) = p. We shall see that these problems 
reduce to finding the connection matrices between the bases (m,},,,, 
VA+,, and WAcn. First, we put some total order on the partitions 
of n; the lexicographic order will do. We then consider the row vectors 
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<m,t>,,,, (hi),+,, and (Icl;>i+n and let A = I(AI,,,II and U= I(Ui,J be 
the transition matrices, where 
<11/,t>.t+n= (h;);-nA* 
<$i>j.crr= <mj.>j.,,U. 
Because the Frobenius map is an isometry, we have 
(m,, $,> = (M’, ,u? CP> = p?(M’., C’) 




=$ (C,( M”(a)=M”(o), (2.3) 
where A.(a) = p. We can then compute (m,, $, ) in two different ways. 
First, we can expand Ic/, in terms of the homogeneous basis and use the fact 
that (ml),,, and (h,),,, are dual bases. Thus 
Cm)., ICI,> = (m;, 1 h,,A,,,.) =A,.,- (2.4) 
P-” 
Expanding rni in terms of the power basis and using (1.16) and (2.3), we 
obtain 
Thus we see that 
where A(a) = p, and 
= p? U,; = (M”, p? Cl’>. (2.5) 
M’(g) = Aj.,p> (2.6) 
(M”,C’)=U,;=+ 
Note that by (2.6), Theorem 1 is equivalent to 
(2.7) 
THEOREM 2. Let A be the transition matrix from the homogeneous basis 
to the power basis in H”, i.e., 
282 
Then 
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AA,, = (- l)k”‘-k’“’ c w(T). 
7-t 4&l 
Proof. Our proof of Theorem 2 will require two steps. First we shall 
define a new weight on A-domino tabloids. Given a I-domino tabloid T 
and a domino d E T, let 
if d is not at the end of a row in T, 
if d is at the end of a row in T, 
(2.8 
and put 
) G(T) = n w,(d). (2.9 
ds T  
Now if TE: DA,+, then it is easy to see that 
W( T) = ( - 1 )k(a)- k(p) w(T). (2.10) 
Thus to prove Theorem 2, it suffices to show that Aj.,~ = .,?A,P, where 
Ii,,= c W(T). (2.11) 
7-E Di,p 
Next we observe that our combinatorial definition of A,, via (2.11) 
leads to some very simple recursions for the 6,,,. First, given two parti- 
tions CI = (a,, . . . . olP) and j? = (PI, . . . . /?,), let CI + /? denote the partition which 
is the increasing rearrangement of (~1~) . . . . up, /?, , . . . . j?,). For example, 
(1, 1, 2, 3) + (1, 2,4, 5, 5) = (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5). Given a partition II, we 
let A/(j) be the partition of IAl - j that results by removing a part of size 
j from A if 1% has a part of size j. A/(j) is left undefined if 1 has no part of 
size j. We make the convention in this latter case that Ai.,Cjj,P = 0 for any 
partition p. 
LEMMA 3. Let A = (Al, . . . . lk) and p = (p,, . . . . p,) be partitions of n, where 
k, I > 2. Then 
(4 A(,,,,,, = n, (2.12) 
n-1 
(b) &c,,= - C &,cj,,r,-,,, (2.13) 
,=l 
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Proof: For (a), note that there is only one domino tabloid Tin D,,,,,,, 
namely the domino of size n covers the row of size ~1, and W(T) = rz. The 
right hand side of (b) just organizes the sum CrE Di), G(T) according to the 
size of the first domino in F(,,. Similarly, the right hand side of (c) 
organizes the sum Crt Di p G(T) according to the dominos that lie in the 
toprowofF,. m 
Next we shall show that the coefficient Ai,, defined by (2.1) satisfies the 
same recursions as those given in Lemma 3. To prove this fact, we shall use 
the following well known relations between $, and jhk)k=O.l,....n. 
LEMMA 4. We have 
(2.15) 
k=l 
Proof: We shall give a simple combinatorial proof of (2.15) which first 
appeared in the first author’s thesis [2]. We define a marked column strict 
tableau A4 of shape (n) as a column strict tableau where one of the cells of 
F(,, is marked. The monomial weight m(M) of A4 is defined as the 
monomial weight of M when it is regarded as just a column strict tableau. 
Since each column strict tableau T of shape (n) gives rise to n marked 
column strict tableaux of shape (n), it is easy to see that 
nh,= 1 m(W, 
ME uHT,i,, 
(2.16) 
where JZ~~, denotes the set of marked column strict tableaux of shape (n). 
Given ME Mq,,), we associate to A4 a pair of column strict tableaux 
(CM, TM), where C,,, is the tableau which results from taking the marked 
cell c of A4 plus all the cells following c whose entry is identical to the 
entry in c. T, is the column strict tableau which is obtained from M by 
removing the cells of C,. For example, if we denote the marked cell 
of A4 by placing an X over it, then an example of our correspondence is 
given in Fig. 2.1. 
It is then easy to see that this correspondence A4 + (C,, T,) can be 
reserved. Thus 
c m(M)= 1 m(C) m(T), (2.17) 
ME-KS-,,q (C. T) 
where the second summation runs over all pairs (C, T) in which C is a 
column strict tableau of shape (k) with 1 <k d n and identical entries, and 
T is a column strict tableau of shape (n-k). It is clear that the right hand 
side of (2.17) is a combinatorial interpretation of C; = 1 $kh, _ k. Thus 
(2.17) is equivalent to (2.15). 1 
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X 
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CM TM 
FIG. 2.1 
Now (2.15) implies 
We claim that (2.18), together with the fact that (I++~} j,cn and {h,},,, are 
multiplicative bases, implies that the Ai,,‘s satisfy the same recursions as 
the AA,,‘s. That is, first observe that from (2.18) we have 
n-l 
(2.19) 
=nh,- c ,-1 (Jk4Ck,)Lk 
Then (2.19) shows that for every n, 
A (n),(n) = n 
and if k(A) 3 2, from (2.20) we have 
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Thus (2.24) shows that if p is as above, then 
It is easy to see that (2.21), (2.22), and (2.25) completely determine the 
Ai,,%. Now it follows from Lemma 3 that A;.,, = A,, for all 1 and p. 1 
We remark that it is possible to replace the recursive type proof of 
Theorem 2 by a direct combinatorial proof of the fact that 
where A,, is defined via (2.11). See [3] for such a proof. 
Observe that A,,, # 0 if and only if there is a A-domino tabloid of shape 
p. But this means that i is a refinement of CL. Conversely, if i is a refinement 
of 11, then it is easy to see that there is a A-domino tabloid of shape p. Thus 
we can conclude the following: 
COROLLARY 3. Let i and p be partitions of n. rf QE S, with A(a) = p 
then 
if and only if 1. is a refinement of pu. 
For example, if A= (1,2, 3), M’l,#O only when p is one of the 
partitions (1,2, 3), (3, 3), (2,4), (1, 5), (6). Then it is easy to check that the 
A-domino tabloids can be listed as in Fig. 2.2. Thus 
A,t,(,,2,3,=6, A>..(,,,,= -18, Aj..(2,4)= -8, AA.,cI,s)= -5, Aj..(6)=12 
and therefore 
For certain class of partitions A, we can obtain explicit formulas for M”(a) 
as a direct consequence of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose M’ = F -‘(ml) and a E S, with l(a) = p. 
(a) Zf il = (l’s) is a hook shape, then 
k(v) 
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D L(1.2.3) : 
D L(3.3) : 
D L(2.4) : 
D L(1.5) : 
D A,(6) : 
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(b) if II = (sr) then 
M”(O) = (-l)‘-- k(P) s~‘~‘x (s divides each p;). 
Next we turn to the problem of giving a combinatorial interpretation 
of (M’, CP) = AJp?. The first thing to observe is that (M”, P) is 
not always an integer. For example, if 1” = (l”), so that all I-dominos are 
of size 1, then for each p t n, there is precisely one domino tabloid T of 
shape fl and the weight of this domino tabloid T is 1. Thus 
(M”“, CP) = (- l)n-@‘(l/p?) is never an integer for II > 1. However, we 
can give another combinatorial interpretation to (M”, Ccl) which is of 
interest in its own right and which will show that if 1 has distinct parts, 
then (M”, P) is always an integer. For this second interpretation, we 
need another new class of combinatorial objects, which is that of J-domino 
permutations. Let 2 = (0 < I 1 d . . . d A,) be a partition of n. Again we 
consider dominos d,, d,, . . . . dk of sizes ,I,, &, . . . . &, respectively, except this 
time we want to distinguish between dominos of the same size. Thus we put 
subscripts on the dominos. For example, if 1= (1, 1,2, 3, 3), then our set of 
dominos is as shown in Fig. 2.3. We then let S(I) denote the set of all per- 
mutations of these dominos. We shall write a A-domino permutation in its 
FIG. 2.3 
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FIG. 2.4 
cycle structure. For example, if we have the permutation in Fig. 2.4, then 
o corresponds to the A-domino permutation whose cycle diagram is given 
in Fig. 2.5. In one line notation, CJ would be written as in Fig. 2.6. 
Given a cycle c = (d,,, . . . . d,), we define the length of c, I(c) = 1, the sign 
of c, sign(c) = (- l)““- ‘, and the shape of c, sh(c) = cj= r IdJ, where Idi,1 
denotes the size of the domino d,. For example, if c is the first cycle of the 
permutation in Figure 2.4, then I(c)= 3, sign(c)= ( -1)3.-1 = 1, and 
sh(c) = 6. Then given a permutation g which consists of cycles cr, . . . . c,, we 
have sign(o)= l-I:=, sign(c,). The shape of C, sh(a), is defined to be the 
partition which is the increasing rearrangement of the sequence 
WC, 1, . . . . sh(c,). Thus for our (1*23’)-domino permutation o given in 
Figure 2.5, sign(o) = (- 1)3-1 (- 1)’ - ’ = - 1, and sh(o) = (4, 6). We let 
S(A)P denote the set of all %-domino permutations of shape p. Note that if 
(T E S(A)P, then sign(a) = ( - 1 )k’i.)P k(P). Finally, if I? = (1 ‘I n+), we let 
a(;l)!=a,!...cc,!. 
THEOREM 5. Let I and p he partitions of n. Then 





Proof: There are several ways which we could proceed to prove 
Theorem 5. We shall use the fact that we have already proved that 
Since 
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FIG. 2.6 
in the light of (2.26) our result will follow if we can show 
(2.28) 
We shall give a combinatorial interpretation of (p?/cc(A)!) IS(A which 
will show that it is equal to the left hand side of (2.28). We start by 
associating to each g E S(A)P a type of A-domino tabloid. Given (T E s(A)@, 
we arrange the cycles of Q so that the smallest indexed domino comes first 
in each cycle, and then we order the cycles first by the increasing size of 
their shapes and then we order cycles of the same shape among themselves 
by increasing indices of the first domino in each cycle. Once we have 
arranged the cycles of [T in this way, we then place the ordered cycles into 
F, from top to bottom. For example, if I = (1 726) and p = (1 223325), then 
CT E S(A)“, pictured in Fig. 2.7, has the proper arrangement of its cycles and 
corresponds to the filling of Fp below it. 
It is easy to see that the type of A-domino tabloids that arise from 
CT E ,S(A)P via this process can be characterized as fillings of Fp with indexed 
A-dominos satisfying the following four conditions: 
0 = (02)(os)(n3,05)(m8xm ld~01,m9~(n7,m d(o4m 12m 13 
Filling of F,, corresponding to o 
FIG. 2.7 
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(a) each I-domino lies in a single row of F,, 
(b) no two dominos overlap, 
(c) within each row of F,, the domino with the smallest index comes 
first, 
(d) among rows of the same size, the indices of the first dominos in 
the rows increase from top to bottom. 
Next assume that ,u = (1”’ ... nPn) and consider the interpretation of 
p? Is(n)“l = 1”’ . . . n”nP1 ! . ../In! IS(L)P(. Now because /Ii is the number of 
rows of size i in F,, multiplying pi! times IS(A)“] has the effect of counting 
all fillings of F, as above except that we are allowed to permute the rows 
of size i in such a filling among themselves in any manner we choose. It 
follows that 8, ! ... p,! IS(A)Pl counts all fillings of F,, with indexed 
A-dominos satisfying conditions (a), (b), and (c) above. We can then inter- 
pret $ IS(A)Pl = 1”’ . ..rPnP.! ...fln! /S(A)P[ as all fillings of F, with indexed 
A-dominos satisfying conditions (a), (b), and (c) where in addition one 
square in each row of F,, is marked. We then modify our marked A-domino 
tabloid so that instead of marking a square of F,,, we mark the square of 
the L-domino that covers that square and then cyclically rearrange the 
A-dominos in each row so that the marked I-domino is at the end of the 
row. For example, Fig. 2.8 gives such a marked filling of F, which might 
arise from the domino tabloid in Figure 2.7 on the left and its correspond- 
ing modification on the right. Here the marked squares of F, are partially 
shaded. 
It is now not difficult to see that the fillings of F, with indexed 
A-dominos which we obtain via this procedure can be characterized by the 
following three conditions: 
FIG. 2.8 
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(i) each A-domino lies in a single row of Fv, 
(ii) no two dominos overlap, 
(iii) the last domino in each row of F, is marked. 
Note that the effect of multiplying p? times IS(L)P/ has been to remove 
the conditions on special orders required of the indexed A-dominos 
embodied in conditions (c) and (d) at the expense of marking one cell in 
the last domino in each row. 
Next suppose 2 = (1”’ .. PP). Then the effect of dividing p? l,S(L)Pl by a,! 
is to collapse the class of all fillings of F, by indexed A-dominos satisfying 
(i), (ii), and (iii) which d’ff b 1 er y only a permutation of the indices of the 
A-dominos of size i into a single element. One way to represent this class 
is to simply take any such filling of F,, and erase the indices on the 
A-dominos of size i. It thus follows that we can interpret ,LL? I~?(L)~l/a(1)! as 
counting the set of all A-domino tabloids T E Dn,P, where one cell in the last 
domino is marked. But then each TE Di,ti gives rise to Idi, ... Idcl = w(T) 
such marked I-domino tabloids where di,, . . . . d, are the dominos which lie 
at the end of the rows of T. Thus p? l,S(n)Pl/a(L)! = CTEn,.,, w(T) as 
desired. 1 
Note that if 1 has distinct parts, CC(%)! = 1 so that we have 
COROLLARY 6. If L has distinct parts, then 
As an example of Theorem 5, note that we have computed A,:, for 
1, = (1, 2, 3). That is, we found Aj,.P = 0 unless p is one of the partitions 
(1, 2, 3), (3, 3), (2,4), (1, 5), (6) in which case A,.(,.2 3,=6, A,,o,,,= - 18, 
A A.(2,4)= -8, A,,(,.,,= -5, A,,,,,= 12. Note that a(1)! = 1 in this case so 
that we know A, ,/p?= (- l)k”‘-k’P’ IS(,?)Pl. 
Thus from Fig: 2.9 
m(1.2,3) = CA ti (1.2.3).p /I 
ti+6 
= (1,2,3) * - Ic/,3,3) - e12.4) - h,5l + 2eOJ. 
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X-dominos = ( 0 1 , III, ) rJ-J* ) 
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A,,,/P? = u-’ Lfi S(X)’ 
6 








(cl, , I*)( =I) 
-5 E-1 (O,)( a* . m&) 
5 
12 




allows us to give combinatorial proofs of the facts that UU- ’ = I and 
U-‘U = I. Now recall that U is the matrix which transforms the monomial 
basis (mj~),,, into the power symmetric function basis (ll/j.)i,cn. Now in 
[3], a combinatorial interpretation of UA,, was provided. To give this com- 
binatorial definition of Ui,,P here, we need to define the concept of an 
ordered l-domino tabloid of shape p. Suppose A = (0 < A, d . . + < A,) and we 
have a set of dominos dl, . . . . dk, where for each i, Id,1 = li. Then an ordered 
A-domino tabloid T of shape g is a covering of F, with the dominos 
d r, . . . . dk in such a way that 
(a) a domino d of size i covers i squares of FA and these squares must 
ail lie in the same row, 
(b) no two dominos overlap, 
(c) for any given row of F)., the indices of the dominos increase from 
left to right. 
For example, if A = (1, 1,2, 3,3), then our set of I-dominos is as in 
Fig. 2.3, and there are five ordered I-dominos of shape (4,6), shown in 
Fig. 2.10. 
We let OD,,, denote the set of all ordered A-domino tabloids of shape p. 
Then the following is proved in [3]: 
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FIG. 2.10 
THEOREM 7. We have 
In the light of Theorem 7, to give a combinatorial proof of the fact that 
I= UU-i, we must show 
or equivalently, 
Px(A=P)= 1 1 W(S). (2.30) 
r’tn (T.S)EODi,,XD,,, 
Now (2.30) suggests that there should be a sign-reversing involution y on 
U vc,, 0Di.v x Dv., such that the fixed point set of y is counted by 
p? ~(2 = p), i.e., that 
P?x@=P)= c c W(S). (2.31) 
Yen (T.sJEoD;.,,~xD,, 
y(T.S)=(T.S) 
Indeed, such a sign-reversing involution is provided by the authors in 
[3]. Now to give a combinatorial proof that Z= U- ’ U, it is advantageous 
to use the second interpretation of Uhj. That is, we must show that 
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xtn =p)= 1 u,:%! u,.., 
Yt” 
= 1 (-l)kli’--*-(v),S(~)“, ,oD 
,,+?I cl(n)! 
, 
v,u ) (2.32) 
or equivalently, 
a(A)! x(A = p) = c c sign(a). (2.33) 
vtn (U. S) t S(1)’ x OD.,, 
Again (2.33) suggest that there should be a sign-reversing involution on 
u vtn S(~)” x OD,,, whose fixed point set is counted by cc(L)! x(,X= p). 
Again, such a sign-reversing involution is provided by the authors in [3]. 
We note that the key to both combinatorial proofs is the fact that we can 
multiply (2.29) and (2.32) by p? and E(A)!, respectively, to get rid of any 
fractions. Note that this is not possible if we use our first interpretation of 
Uj;,’ in (2.32), i.e., in 
~(L=/A)= 1 +lOD,,,. 
,‘+?I . 
(2.34) 
Thus from the point of view of combinatorial proofs, the matrix iden- 
tities UU- ’ = I and U- ’ U = I cannot be proved by symmetry, and having 
two distinct combinatorial interpretations for U;: is crucial. 
3. THE FORGOTTEN BASIS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section, we shall give a combinatorial interpretation of 
J” = Fp’(fd, where {fA}j+, is the so called forgotten basis of H” studied 
by Doubilet in [ 11. To this end, we need to define a fundamental involu- 
tion 8 on A(S,). Recall that we think of each o E S, as an element of the 
group algebra as a=C,.,“~(r=o)r. Thus {b},,S, is a basis for A(S,). 
We define 0 on this basis by 
eccr) = sign( (3.1) 
and extend it to all of A(S,) by linearity. Now by the Frobenius map, we 
define a corresponding involution fl on H” by declaring for p E H” that 
IQI)=F~~~F-~(~). (3.2) 
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Note that Qp”) = nl. so that 0(/r,) = e,. B is the so-called Hall involution; 
see [ 11. It is proved in [S] that B satisfies 
e(lCIj.)=(-l)“~“‘~‘~j., (3.3) 
B(e,) = h,, &hi,) = e,, (3.4) 
B(S,) = s;.,. (3.5) 
We can define a sixth basis of H”, (fi}l+n, by 
fj. = &mj.). (3.6) 
l.fi..l*+n is called the forgotten basis by MacDonald [7], and was studied 
by Doubilet [ 11, where it is given a combinatorial interpretation. An alter- 
nate combinatorial definition for fA is proved in [3] where it is shown that 
fA = (- l)“Pk’“’ 1 IDiJmp. (3.7) 
P-” 
Since for any f, g E A (S,) 
it follows that 
<“A g> = (w-h Qg)), (3.8) 
(e,t,fi.> = (&eJ, &f,)> = (h2., m,)=x(A=pL. (3.9) 
In other words, {fj..)i.tn is the dual basis for {e, 3 j.tn. 
Of course, in the light of (3.6), we have 
F” = &j/f”), (3.10) 
so that we immediately have a combinatorial interpretation for F”(o). That 
is, (3.10) and Theorem 1 easily imply 
THEOREM 8. Let F” = F-‘(f,) and suppose A(a) =,u. Then 
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